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ABSTRACT 

 

Big data analytics refers to a simplified solution of managing huge datasets in a distributed computing 

environment. Apache Hadoop is an open-source solution that processes large datasets in parallel scenario. 

The ecosystem consists of three-tier architecture i.e. client, Namenode and Datanode. When a client 

requests a task processing, Namenode assigns resources and schedules the task over slave node. The 

Datanode processes the task and returns an output over heterogeneous storage-tier of the cluster. The 

dataset used for task processing can be categorized into four types i.e. Hot, Warm, Cold and Frozen data. 

The temperature feature indicates the frequency of accessibility to a dataset and facilitates storage areas i.e. 

DISK and ARCHIVE. Since the data temperature is identified through number of blocks used per day and 

data age i.e. 7 days, the storage-tier bears an additional task burden to monitor the changes. Moreover, the 

temperature data is not relocated but declared with a mark of DISK and ACHIVE proforma. Therefore, 

storage-tier suffers from data block contention and I/O accessibility latency issues. To overcome these 

issues, we propose Hit-Ratio Storage-tier Partition Strategy (HRSP), which create logical partitions i.e. Hot 

partition over a storage-tier media. The presented approach provides direct accessibility of temperature data 

and reduces I/O accessibility latency and block contention problem. The experimental results depict that the 

proposed approach disposes the concept of defragmentation and improves I/O accessibility of Hadoop 

cluster.          
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Big data analytics has made simplification 

in accessing, storing and processing large-scale 

datasets over a parallel and distributed environment 

[1]. This activity involves an ecosystem i.e. Apache 

Hadoop [2], MapR [3] and Cloudera [4]. Hadoop is 

an open-source programming ecosystem that 

manages distributed datasets. The ecosystem 

consists of four core components i.e. YARN [5], 

Hadoop commons, MapReduce [6] and HDFS [7]. 

YARN is a central processing component that 

manages resource allocation and schedules jobs 

over the cluster. Hadoop commons are the library 

utilities for managing job executions. MapReduce 

is a programming module that processes large-scale 

datasets through assigned jobs. The Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) is the ecosystem’s 

file system and provides a storage medium to store 

and retrieve large datasets over the cluster [8][9].  

  

 HDFS consists of three-tier architecture 

i.e. Namenode, Datanode and client. Therefore, 

when a client request a dataset operation, 

Namenode allocates resources and schedules task 

over a Datanode. The slave node process the dataset 

operation and returns an output over HDFS cluster 

[10] [11].  

The data temperature is a frequency of 

accessing a file over a time. There are four types of 

data temperatures i.e. Hot, Warm, Cold and Frozen 

dataset [12] [13]. By default, a hot, warm and cold 

dataset is stored with a DISK identification mark 

and frozen dataset is marked with ARCHIVE 

identification [10] [14] as seen from Figure-1. 

Recently, Hadoop has transformed storage 

architecture to heterogeneous storage-tier. The 

heterogeneity-aware storage involves the usage of 
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multiple storage medias i.e. SSD, RAM and DISK 

[15] [16] [17]. In this way, HDFS scatters DISK 

and ARCHIVE marked datasets over storage media 

and produces data block contention and I/O 

accessibility latency issues [18] [19] [20].  

     
Figure 1: Default Temperature Data HDFS Cluster 

 

 To resolve this problem, we propose Hit-

Ratio storage-tier partition strategy (HRSP) that 

aliens marked temperature data blocks to respective 

partitions and build custom metadata indexes for 

efficient accessibility. The proposed approach 

provides a contention-free data block access and 

decreases I/O accessibility latency. 

The main contributions of the proposed scheme are: 

• A novel temperature data partition blocks. 

• A novel temperature data search strategy. 

• A compact hit-ratio observer 

 

The remaining paper is organized as 

follows. Section II discusses related work. Section 

III briefly explains proposed approach HRSP. 

Section IV depicts experimental environment and 

evaluation result for HRST partition strategy. 

Finally, section V shows conclusion and future 

research directions. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

The data temperature mark strategy is relatively a 

new phenomenon, which categorizes data block 

accessibility for general task processing [21] [22] 

[23] [24]. Initially, this concept was introduced by 

Rohith Subramanyam [25] and later Apache 

Hadoop adopted with few changes in their 

architecture [10]. Moreover, many researchers 

presented their approaches to optimize temperature 

marked data block accessibility. Jianjiang Li [26] 

uses data temperature property to back up hot data 

blocks through an encoding decoding compression 

technique. This space optimization strategy reduces 

redundancy problems but do not consider index 

accessibility problem. Moreover, the backup 

strategy consumes a huge time overhead over 

searching hot data blocks. PRESIDIO [30] strategy 

uses ARCHIVE data temperature property and 

reduces data redundancy problem over active part 

of secondary storage area. Moreover, the approach 

accesses ARCHIVE section and matches storage 

objects to reduce space workload. The approach 

creates a virtual content addressable storage to 

manage block indexes and generates a huge time 

overhead to access, copy and paste alike ARCHIVE 

blocks. Fabien Andre [27] presents a reliable data 

temperature storing strategy with erasure coding 

approach but limits it over homogeneous storage-

tier functionality [28]. 

Keeping in view of limited schemes to 

alien temperature data over a heterogeneous 

storage-tier cluster, we present HRSP that manages 

temperature-aware data blocks over a partition 

scheme in storage media. The proposed approach 

systematically resolves data temperature block 

accessibility latency and contention issue of 

multiple storage-tier devices over Hadoop cluster.  

3. HIT-RATIO STORAGE TIER 

PARTITION STRATEGY (HRSP)  

The proposed approach works in three 

steps i.e. (i) Temperature Data Block locator, (ii) 

Hit-ratio observer, (iii) Temperature-based Data 

Block partition table.  

The proposed approach HRSP perform a 

custom partition of storage media i.e. Hot partition, 

warm partition, cold partition and frozen partition in 

a Datanode as observed from Figure-2. 

 

Figure 2: Partition-based Temperature Data blocks over 

HDFS Cluster  
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3.1 Temperature Data Block Locator 

The locator fetches element from dataset 

having set of temperature mark Tempm and data 

block size Ds. The collection of marked data blocks 

can be represented as, 

����� � ���	
�, �� (1) 

  A HDFS-aware algorithm TSPLFC [29] is used to 

scan temperature categorized i.e. Hot, Warm, Cold 

and Frozen elements over Datam. There are two 

changes in current algorithm i.e. (i) Scanning Data 

block metadata at a time and (ii) Simultaneous 

identification of dataset elements Tempm and Ds. 

Suppose Datam= [B1, B2…m-1,0…n-1] 

temperature blocks are processed over marked 

temperature Tempm = [Hot, Warm, Cold, Frozen]. 

The enhanced TSPLFC algorithm compare Datam 

and Ds over pattern of Tempm and fetch result set in 

array of Marks. The scanning process continues till 

Datam [0] and Ds [m-1] do not find Tempm [i+1…s-

1] and exit algorithm execution by generating data 

block indexes. In the same way, Datam [0] and Ds 

[n-1] continues reverse order scanning until Tempm 

[i+1…s-1] and produces an array of scanned 

elements Sm to compile temperature data blocks as 

seen from Figure-4. 

 
Figure 3: Temperature Block Scanning Over HDFS 

3.2 Hit-ratio Observer 

When a client request an operation over data 

block array Sm, Namenode buffers hit-ratio of a 

block and store it over a over a DFS file. A single 

hit-ratio can be collected as, 

�������� � �������
�
�������	�� ! 

(2) 

The collection of hit-ratio for temperature data 

blocks can be represented as, 

��	
"#�$%� � &���������, ',(, ) (3) 

The DFS write socket fetch TempBlock index and 

perform data block placement function to relocate 

temperature-aware data blocks over partition-based 

storage media as seen from Figure-5. 

 

Figure 5: Temperature Data Partition Over DISK 

3.3 Temperature Data Block Partition Table 

The partition table consists of four tables i.e. 

Hot partition, Warm partition, Cold partition and 

Frozen partition. The hot partition reserves a space 

volume of Ts 
*
+ size and index tag IH over the 

storage media. The table configuration of hot, cold, 

warm and frozen data blocks can be expressed as, 

��,-�.�� � & �/$ , 01 , 23
456	37

�89∈1���7�143;
 

(4) 

��,-�<�#= � & �/$ , 01 , 23
4>6	37

�89∈1���7�143;
 

(5) 

��,-�?�@� � & �/$ ,01 , 23
4A6	37

�89∈1���7�143;
 

(6) 

��,-�B@�CDE � & �/$ , 01 , 23
4F6	37

�89∈1���7�143;
 

(7) 

Where NC, MD and IS represents cluster, Datanode 

and storage-tier parameter information. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate HRSP over 

cluster configuration as seen from Table-1. 

Table 1: Hadoop Cluster. 

 

4.1 Environment 

The Hadoop cluster comprises of Intel 

Xeon with 8 CPUs, 32GB memory and storage 

devices i.e. 1TB Hard disk drive and 128GB 

Samsung SSD. Moreover, we also used Intel core 
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i5 with 4 Core, 16GB memory and storage devices 

i.e. 1TB Hard disk drive and 128 GB Samsung 

SSD. We used virtualbox 5.0.16 for installing 5 

virtual machines on depicted cluster configurations 

as observed from Table- 2. 

Table 2: Hadoop Cluster Virtual Machines 

Configuration. 

Node CPU Memory Disk Configuration 

Master 

Node 
6 16 GB HDD & SSD Intel Xeon 

Slave1 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Xeon 

Slave2 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5 

Slave3 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5 

Slave4 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5 

 
4.2 Experimental Dataset 

The dataset used to perform experimental 

work includes: (i) 200 marked Hot data blocks of 

64MB (12.8GB size), (ii) 200 marked Cold data 

blocks of 64MB (12.8GB size) (iii) 200 marked Warm 

data blocks of 64MB (12.8GB size) and (iv) 200 

marked Frozen data blocks of 64MB (12.8GB size) 

[31]. 

4.3 Experimental Results 

The experiments performed to evaluate 

HRSP strategy are: (i) Data Temperature Block I/O 

processing and (ii) Contention measures over 

Temperature-aware Data blocks.  

4.3.1 Data Temperature Block I/O processing 

The temperature-aware data block i.e. hot, 

cold, warm and frozen requires an input operation 

INVOKE_BLOCK over a client function and returns a 

metadata file of block index to Namenode [32] [33]. 

Moreover, hit-ratio calculates temperature type and 

performs block placement procedure over respective 

partition table of HDFS storage-tier. In this way, we 

processed ‘200’ marked hot blocks over default and 

partition table-based I/O processing and evaluated that 

Table-based hot blocks consumed 52.62% less 

processing time than default block processing as 

observed from Figure-6.    

 
Figure 6: Hot Marked Data Blocks I/O Processing 

Similarly, we processed ‘200’ marked cold 

blocks over default and partition table-based I/O 

processing and evaluated that Table-based cold 

blocks consumed 69.3% less processing time than 

default block processing as observed from Figure-7. 

  
Figure 7: Cold Marked Data Blocks I/O Processing  

Moreover, we processed ‘200’ marked 

warm blocks over default and partition table-based 

I/O processing and evaluated that Table-based 

warm blocks consumed 54.7% less processing time 

than default block processing as observed from 

Figure-8. 

Figure 8: Warm Marked Data Blocks I/O Processing  

Furthermore, we processed ‘200’ marked 

frozen blocks over default and partition table-based 

I/O processing and evaluated that Table-based 

frozen blocks consumed 49.5% less processing time 

than default block processing as observed from 

Figure-9. 

The performance metrics for calculating 

processing timestamp depends over two factors i.e. 

(i) Local index search timestamp and (ii) Fetch and 

block placement timestamp  
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Figure 9: Frozen Marked Data Blocks I/O Processing 

4.3.2 Contention observation over 

Temperature-aware Data blocks 

The temperature-aware data blocks are 

accessed through indexes of metadata file over a 

Datanode. The data block involves a huge delay of 

accessing single index among millions of indexes in 

Namenode. The sole reason of this latency is 

related to random placement of temperature data 

blocks [34]. After the blocks are placed over 

partition table, the index accessibility latency is 

reduced to optimal level. To observe the discussed 

difference, we processed ‘200’ hot blocks indexes 

over default and partition table-based index 

accessibility and found that Table-based hot block 

indexes consumes 47.24% less accessibility time 

than default block accessibility timestamp as seen 

from Figure-10. 

 

Figure 10: Hot Data Blocks Indexes Accessibility 

Similarly, we processed ‘200’ cold blocks indexes 

over default and partition table-based index 

accessibility and evaluated that Table-based hot 

block indexes consumes 61.71% less accessibility 

time than default block accessibility timestamp as 

seen from Figure-11. 

 
Figure 11: Cold Data Blocks Indexes Accessibility 

Moreover, we processed ‘200’ warm blocks 

indexes over default and partition table-based index 

accessibility and observed that Table-based warm 

block indexes consumes 43.73% less accessibility 

time than default block accessibility timestamp as 

seen from Figure-12. 

 
Figure 12: Warm Data Blocks Indexes Accessibility 

Furthermore, we processed ‘200’ frozen blocks 

indexes over default and partition table-based index 

accessibility and evaluated that Table-based frozen 

block indexes consumes 56.51% less accessibility 

time than default block accessibility timestamp as 

seen from Figure-13. 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper proposes Hit-Ratio storage-tier 

partition strategy (HRSP) that generates 

temperature-aware data block partitions over 

storage-tier HDFS. The proposed approach 

measures hit-ratio of marked temperature data 

blocks and performs block placement to alien 

temperature-aware blocks over partition-table. The  
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Figure 13: Frozen Data Blocks Indexes Accessibility 

results depict that HRSP reduces client operation 

timestamp for accessing marked data blocks and 

decreases contention latency between storage-tier 

indexes accessibility. 

In future, we focus to expend partition 

tables accessibility to multihoming nodes.  
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